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INSTALLATION LIST

Title
Your talk may kill your comrades
Keep a guard on what you say

RECRUITING
P-68
Join the Royal Armored Corps
P-69
Join the ATS

HEALTH
P-70
Blood Donors
P-71 a-e
Ventilate Your Quarters - Keep Your Feet Clean - Personal Cleanliness - I'm Looking for You - Malaria - Kill all Flies
P-72
Trap that mouse (banner)
P-73
He Spreads disease
P-74
Mice foul food
P-75
One Pair can eat one-half loaf
P-76
In ten weeks one pair......

G.P.O.
P-77
Help the postman
P-78
Post before noon
P-79
Every shilling......
P-80
Post in the morning

FOOD
P-81
Grow your own food
P-82
Raise rabbits for meat (banner)
P-83
Rabbits can be fed on......
P-84
Delicious dishes
P-85
One rabbit.........
P-86
A hutch can be built
BLACKOUT PRECAUTIONS

Title
Please don't wave your torch
Wear something white
Inside it's bright
Why not wear something white instead? (Fougasse)
Someday I really will try (Fougasse)

ACCIDENT PREVENTION

One of our fighters is missing
Use a bad handle
Beware mushroomed tools
One less nail in your coffin
Broken rungs
Broken bands
Wear your goggles
Fence or guard openings
Tidy up
Replace guards

WASTE

Economy

8 Title Labels